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A beautiful woman releases a Carpathian prisoner from his bondsÃ¢â‚¬â€•and unleashes his

appetite in a tale of unexpected desire from #1 New York TimesÃ‚Â bestselling author Christine

Feehan.He is RiordanÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Carpathian male. Immortal. Seer. Now trapped and caged, his honor

is compromised by his captors. TheyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re in his mind. TheyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re in his blood. And not

one can withstand his desire for revenge.She is JulietteÃ¢â‚¬Â¦A beautiful activist devoted to the

liberation of animals from the foul and humid confines of secret jungle lab. What she has stumbled

upon is an unexpected prisoner like no other she has ever seen. Or touched.She will release him

from his bonds. He will release her from her inhibitions. Both have a voracious appetite that needs

to be sated. And tonight their dark hunger will be fed...Previously published in Hot Blooded
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I loved Riordan and Juliette's story Dark Hunger. When I first read this graphic book/ Manga back in

2007: which is debatable to some reviewers. I had mixed feelings becasue I didn't know what to

expect.However, I loved the Carpathians and Riordan De La Cruz's character is right on the mark.



Who doesn't love a Da Le Cruz!! Juliette made the perfect LifeMate. She is intelligent, beautiful,

strong, brave and compassionate. Riordan is a De La Cruz what more is there to say, Tall, Dark,

handsome and sexy. Riordan like all Carpathian males have tons of paranormal abilities. Fans of

the Dark series will know exactly what I mean. It didn't bother me that it was graphic novel or Manga

what every you choice to call it. It was a very good fast paced Adrenalin rush. The romance

between Riordan and Juliette was very sensuous and romantic. Juliette you lucky girl snagged

yourself a Da Le Cruz!!

This was the greatest Vampire series I have read! Each book took you deeper into the hearts and

minds of the Carpathian Race and their struggles to survive. Characters are amazingly real and

Feehan lures you into their world so you are able to live the story lines. Amazing series and highly

recommended for those that like the Vampire genre.

When I purchased the story I did not realize it was a graphic story. I enjoyed seeing how Riorand

and Juliette was portrayed and what they might have looked like.I recommend this graphic story but

letting you know there were a few editing errors. Not much to distract from the story but

noticeable.Have fun reading!!!

Just what I expect from Christened Feehan. A short exciting romance and adventure. I do think

Juliette capitulated too quickly, however. Looking forward to the rest of the DeLaCruz brothers

stories. I assume they turn the last 2 leopard women.

Love christen feehan books. Have every collection and this series is my favorite. Book was so good.

Love how other characters are always showing up and the romance, plus story line. Feels like in the

story with them.

Obviously the more tortured, the less heroic, or so Juliette thought after rescuing Riordan De La

Cruz. She just wasn't prepared for him. This is a short story that takes us to South America and the .

It introduces the jaguar people and sets the foundation for subsequent books in the series with the

remaining four brothers, Zacarias (Dark Predator), Rafael (Dark Secret), Manolito (Dark

Possession), Nicholas (Dark Curse), and Juliette's cousin, Solange (Dark Peril). The stories of

Zacarias, Manolito, and Solange take place in South America, Rafael's in the US, and Nicholas

travels back to the Carpathian Mountains to meet his lifemate on what he has decided will be his



last night on earth. To a certain extent, Dark Storm (Dax & Riley) could also be considered as part

of this continuing storyline in that Jasmine, Juliette, and Riordan are also characters in that book as

well as Jubal Sanders and Gary Jensen.Though not a full-fledged novel, it is necessary to the

developing story-line. Not the best Feehan offering, but not the worst either.

I have all of Christine Feehan's Dark Series books in paperback, and have just finished purchasing

all of them in Kindle format. As with all of her books, I read voraciously, usually finishing a book

once it's started, within that day. I love her stories of the Carpathian Warriors who find their

lifemates, and at once their world is in vivid color, where once it was shades of grey. Each plot is

different, although the premise is the same throughout the series: Carpathian Warrior meets

lifemate; sees in color; binds their souls, and then go off to fight the "undead". Undead are

Carpathian Warriors who have lost their hopes of finding a lifemate, and have turned into vicious

killers of human and Carpathian alike.I highly recommend all of her series... you won't be

disappointed!

I have read this prior to its solo release and I enjoyed it. I'm more of a fan of the Carpathian's than of

the Jaguar people but this was a great read. The characters were well fleshed out but the plotline

was what made the story. Riordan and Juliette are a great team, I liked them and their romance was

well done, I'm sorry for her aunt and sister, the circumstances were difficult reading. I hope that they

will have a HEA. Well worth the investment for your collection.
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